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EFFICIENCIES
DELIVERED
REYNOLDS OPTIMISES FLEET PERFORMANCE WITH THE TC55

REYNOLDS

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Reynolds is a key supplier to the UK’s foodservice market. From its National Distribution Centre in
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Logistics
Partner:
MP Logistics Ltd
Zebra Technologies Products:
250 TC55 touch-screen
mobile computers
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“Previously, when our drivers left the depot to deliver to customers they were effectively on
their own. However, with the TC55 running our REDEMA software, we’ve given them the tools to
routes, including how long we spend on site, alongside any issues such as order exceptions and
why they occurred. Therefore, our decision making is better informed and we’re seeing a lot of
other business improvements. These include a 20% fall in driver calls to our distribution team, a
73% drop in disputes at unattended drops and a huge reduction in the loss of delivery crates.”

THE CHALLENGE

BENEFITS

3,000 daily deliveries.

THE SOLUTION

their devices to check deliveries at the customer’s site and

stock from suppliers as they return to base. In addition,

of disputed deliveries to unattended drops has fallen

Applications:
Proof of Delivery (PoD):
Customers sign on the TC55
Picture messaging:
Additional PoD using GPS
tagged images
Order check: Drivers check
deliveries at unload
Digital tasks and forms:
Drivers receive instructions,
and reroute requests, direct to
the TC55
Health and safety: Drivers
capture legal and admin
metrics at the start and end
of shift
Performance analysis: Key
processes can be reviewed,
such as how long a driver is
on site
Track and trace: Vehicles are
tracked using GPS
Asset tracking: Drivers
record any delivery boxes that
they leave or pick up from
customers
Service and support:
Bronze Service from the Start
contract with a three day
device replacement
Benefits:
Accurate stock position:
Stock control is optimised and
orders fulfilled accurately
Improved customer service:
Disputes about unattended
deliveries have fallen 73%
Reduced admin: Drivers are

please visit

calls to dispatch are down 20%
Better routes: Route
efficiency is up 2%
Reduced loss: There has
been a huge fall in the number
of lost crates
Improved safety: Driver
instructions are sent digitally,
reducing the number of calls
drivers take and make on
the road
Easy to use: Drivers are
trained in under 30 minutes to
use the TC55

